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It took 18 months
and $100,000,
but they found the
answer togetherlocally hosting
ebook content.

n Dec. 20, 2010, Jamie LaRue, director of Douglas County Libraries (DCL),
asked his associate director of Information technology, Monique Sendze,
"Suppose a patron walked in and wanted to donate an ebook to our library.
Could they?" Sendze responded, "No, I don't think so." "So, what do we have to
do to be able to accept a book?" wondered LaRue. Sendze said she would find
out.
It took 18 months and $100,000, but they found the answer together-locally
hosting ebook content. LaRue, Sendze, and the DCL staff set out on a mission. A
mission to own, not lease, electronic books. A mission to give libraries the buy
ing power they deserve. A mission to secure discounts on electronic books. A
mission to move the library upstream in the digital distribution process.
DCL is located 20 miles southwest of Denver. It has seven branches, more than
300 employees, and a $21 million budget. In 2011, it circulated 8.25 million items.
While 20% of the patrons prefer ebooks, they represent only 2% of the library's
holdings and circulation. Like many public libraries, DCL began to acquire
ebooks with OverDrive, Inc. and now offers approximately 7,000 items in this col
lection. DCL is an early adopter of the 3M Cloud Library service as well, but it is
not yet online. Through its trailblazing efforts, it now owns the ebook files and
hosts another 7,000 titles on its Adobe Content Server (ACS). These 7,000 titles
have been acquired directly from publisher contacts, with a discount.
PURCHASING PROBLEMS

Like many libraries today, Douglas County Libraries found itself in a difficult sit
uation when purchasing ebooks. Its problems went well beyond the inability to
accept a donated electronic book. Its primary concern was ownership. With the cur
rent OverDrive contract, titles it paid for are licensed, not owned. If it pulls out of the
contract, it loses access to these titles and the investment disappears. LaRue calls
this vendor lock-in. He said, "Ifi leave OverDrive, I lose everything. If I buy in with
Baker & Taylor, the only way I can read the books is with the [B]lio reader. These
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vendor restrictions are about cornering the market. They indi
cate that we belong to them and I think that is wrong."
The mounting cost of ebooks is also a problem for
libraries. Ebook prices for libraries are much higher than
the consumer price for the same item. Furthermore,
libraries are losing purchasing discounts traditionally
offered with print sales. For DCL, which can demand as
much as a 45% discount on print titles, this is a huge factor
in content procurement and budgeting.
The current ebook purchasing process eliminates the
ability to preserve or sell used ebooks. For DCL, this affects
the annual library budget, because used print book sales
garner more than $200,000 per year.
Another concern for DCL is the user experience. Writing
in the January/February 2012 issue of Public Libraries ("The
Last One Standing"; www.publiclibrariesonline.org/mag
azines/featured-articlesllast-one-standing), LaRue said,
"[T]he OverDrive model of e-book provision splinters the
user experience." Transitioning from the online catalog to
the OverDrive platform, which operates very differently,
disrupts the user experience. He continued, "This fragmen
tation of the user experience makes library use unpre
dictable, cumbersome, and difficult."
Another phenomenon that pushed DCL into a self
hosted solution is self-publishing. In 2010, more than 2.7
million titles were self-published, an increase of 2 million
from 2009. Yet in the same year, only 300,000 titles were
commercially produced, well short of the self-published
content. For DCL and LaRue, this rise in self-publishing
demonstrates an opportunity for libraries to secure content
outside of traditional publishing houses and content
providers. It opens the door for libraries to negotiate
directly with authors and content creators.
The myriad ebook problems and challenges caused
LaRue, Sendze, and others at DCL to ask some tough ques
tions. Should we remain passive recipients of the market
place, sitting back and taking what the vendors offer? Or do
we think we are significant in this marketplace and we can
influence publishers and content creators? They picked the
second option and began to search for a solution.
FOURFOLD SOLUTION

DCL decided to purchase ebook files direct from publish
ers and authors to host at a local level. It wanted to offer
public domain content for download. Finally, it desired a
single discovery tool for all ebook content, one that was
unified with the integrated library system and offered
indexing and a recommendation engine.
The solution then, is a combination of four products:
VuFind, an open source discovery and delivery layer; an
Adobe Content Server to host ebook content in a propri
etary digital rights management (ORM) format; MySQL, an
open source storage area for free or public domain content;
and Solr, an open source full-content indexing service. The
accompanying chart shows the technical infrastructure of
the DCL solution.

The technical infrastructure of the VuFind econtent architecture that
informs the DCL solution

The first step was acquiring an ACS for $10,000 in 2011.
The ACS is used by most ebook distributors, including
OverDrive, 3M, and EBSCO, to deliver DRM secured ebook
content to the end user. LaRue thinks that DCL is the first
public library to purchase an ACS.
DETAILED PROCESS

Connecting ebook content to the reader involves a
detailed process for DCL. First, the library must negotiate
with publishers to buy titles direct, at a discount (approxi
mately 30%-45%). Titles are secured in either PDF or EPUB
formats, and the vendor can choose to include DRM.
To cut back on legal fees and lengthy contract negotiations,
DCL asks publishers if they are willing to abide by a state
ment of common understanding. This legal document, writ
ten by attorney and librarian Mary Minow (www.library
law.com), outlines the responsibilities of the publisher and
the library. It provides the details of the purchase order
including language that DCL owns the copy of the ebook, will
loan the ebook to one user at a time, and will buy additional
copies based on demand (http://jaslarue.blogspot.com/
2012/01/statement-of-common-understanding-for.htrnl).
New titles must have MARC records and be added to
the integrated catalog. This is a particularly challenging
part of the process because publishers may not have
MARC records, or they may deliver metadata in a variety
of formats: ONIX, XML, or XLS (Excel spreadsheet) . It's
up to the catalogers at DCL to complete the MARC
records, which frequently requires crosswalking from
one format to another or providing original cataloging.
Additionally, new collection codes are created, content is
indexed, and additional metadata is added to records to
assist in discovery.
Patrons are able to discover ebook content through the
online catalog. Using VuFind, DCL is able to offer a user
friendly, colorful, and interactive discovery layer on top of
its ILS. Book cover images are displayed in the DCL catalog
and allow patrons to browse the collection. Searching by
title, author, or keyword is also available. A recommenda
tion engine is always active to assist patrons in selecting
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books of interest. Patrons can also opt-in to having the sys
tem base those recommendations on content they have
previously checked out. They can also edit the list.
After titles are selected and checked out, the econtent
delivery platform assists patrons in reading their ebooks.
Content can be viewed online using a DCL-developed,
cloud-based HTMLS reading system in one's browser, or
it can be downloaded for offline use. Those with Android
or iOS devices can use the DCL-developed application
for reading its ebooks. This application is based on the
Bluefire reader, which DCL licensed and customized for
its use.
DCL is able to offer holds for items in use. For those
patrons who don't want to wait, a "buy now" link connects
to a local independent bookstore. In February 2012 alone,
5,000 click-through sales occurred, for which DCL shared in
the profits. DCL is currently in negotiations with Amazon
and Barnes & Noble for a similar service.
While this process sounds long and complicated, it's
rather seamless for patrons. According to Sendze, "The
beauty of our system lies in the fact that the number of
steps from search and discovery to checkout has been
greatly streamlined to no more than three clicks"
(www. pu bliclibrariesonline.org/ magazines I feature d
articles/ e-book-experiment).
CONTENT AND PUBLISHERS

Jordana Vincent, collection development librarian at
DCL, is the primary recruiter for content. From the begin
ning of the project, Vincent reached out to publishers to
establish relationships and to explain this new process for
providing ebooks. Gale, part of Cengage Learning, was the
first publishing partner. It sent DCL the files for all titles
purchased on the Gale Virtual Reference Library (GVRL)
platform. Since this is standard practice for titles purchased
perpetually on GVRL, it was an easy sell and transition.
The Lerner Publishing Group, with a collection of 1,000
juvenile fiction and nonfiction titles, was the next publish
ing partner. DCL had to settle for a mixed model with
Lerner because some of its children's titles are interactive
and not in the EPUB format. As a result, the titles didn't fit
the requirements for local hosting. However, a seamless
connection to the publisher platform is available for those
interactive titles.
In addition to Gale and Lerner, DCL hosts files from Abdo
Consulting Group, Inc.; Independent Publishers Group;
CIPA-Colorado Independent Publishers Association;
BookBrewer; Book View Cafe; Info base Publishing; Marshall
Cavendish; Access Video; Gareth Stevens, Inc.; and Dzanc
Books. These 12 groups represent approximately 800 indi
vidual publishers. Vincent doesn't intend to stop here. She
will continue her quest to lure the Big Six publishers into
the program.
Vincent said the Big Six publishers are willing to talk with
DCL. They are intrigued with the model but question the
scalability of selling titles to individual libraries.
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Yet after 1 short year, publishers are now contacting
Vincent directly since more news is out about the DCL pro
gram. Vincent says it is much easier to start the discussions
because she doesn't have to explain the process each time.
For Vincent, the program is a win-win for libraries and pub
lishers. She feels it's a way to align libraries and publishers
with our common mission: to connect users with content.
MARKETING THE DIGITAL COLLECTION

Libraries know the power of book displays and market
ing of materials. To this end, many create thematic book
displays, provide colorful end-caps featuring new releases,
and designate an area for new titles. DCL uses powerwalls,
large book displays of popular materials at the library
entrance. Sendze wrote, "We know powerwalls work,
because at least 60 percent of our circulation is driven
by these displays. We decided to apply this same model
to e- books in order to create a successful virtual browsing
experience" (www.publiclibrariesonline.org/magazines/
featured-articles/ e-book-experiment).
The virtual browsing experience consists of 52" touch
screen displays, located near the physical powerwalls. The
virtual powerwalls display the cover images of popular
ebooks. Patrons interact with the content as they browse
through ebook titles. According to Sendze's article,
"Browsing is a key feature of the digital discovery experi
ence. Our virtual powerwall displays staff-selected e-con
tent using the same principles that drive our physical
displays-what people look for, what's hot, or what's sea
sonal. What we are after is to manage this content as intelli
gently and professionally as we do our other collections."
This concept transfers to the DCL website as well. It offers
an online ebook storefront within the online catalog, fea
turing staff-selected econtent. A mobile app available fo r
iOS and Android devices allows users to display the same
dynamic content. There's even a DCL video featuring the
new ebook platform and powerwalls (www.youtube.com/
watch?feature=player_embedded&v=uCWqiqRTu pQ).

Library patron browsing the collection at the powerwa/1

WHAT THE FUTURE HOLDS

Douglas County Libraries imprint and become a pub
lisher. His strategy is to find good authors, help them pro 
duce a high-quality product by connecting them with
good editors and designers, and host that content on the
DCL platform.
DCL would help those authors get noticed by folding
content into the recommendation engine, promoting the
title in the library, and hosting author discussions. In
return, DCL requests one free copy of the book (if
demand warrants, DCL will purchase additional titles)
and 10% of book sales, leaving 90 % for the author. LaRue
feels the value of the author is changing. He said, "it's
time for libraries to align ourselves with content creators
and help them create better content in exchange for a
sh are of the profits."
I have no doubt the Douglas County Libraries will suc
ceed in its new mission to move itself and other libraries
upstream in the digital distribution process.
When I spoke with LaRue for this column, I asked him
one last question. "Any regrets?" He replied, "I only wish we
had started this sooner."

DCL plans to continue development of its locally
hosted ebook program, securing additional publisher
content as it becomes available. LaRue also has a plan for
self-published titles and feels this must be the focus of
libraries over the coming year. He hopes to establish the

Sue Polanka is head of reference and instruction, Wright State
University Libraries, and blogs at No Shelf Required.
Comments? Email the editor (marydee@xmission.com).

DO TRY THIS AT HOME

DCL has blazed the trail for other libraries. Although it
took $100,000 and 18 months to develop the platform, the
next library DCL brought up (Marmot Library Network)
cost $10,000 and took only 2 months. The cost of adding a
single library (Anythink Library District; www.anythink
libraries.org) is about the same.
Other libraries and consortia are following the same
trail. Califa Group, a consortium of 68 libraries in
California recently announced plans for locally hosting
ebook content. Libraries in Florida, Texas, North Carolina,
South Carolina, and the LYRASIS consortia have also
expressed interest.
To meet the increasing requests for information, the
Colorado State Library launched a website with contact
information, Q&A, documentation, and other resources
(http://evoke.cvlsites.org/tag/libraries). Furthermore, every
thing DCL has done to develop the open source products has
been contributed back to the open source community.

An Essential Field
Guide to User
Generated Content
Have you ever reviewed a book at Amazon.com? Uploaded a photo to Flickr?
Commented on a blog posting? Used tags to describe or access information?
If you have, you 've contributed user-generated content (UContent) to the web.
But while many librarians and information professionals have accepted their
roles as creators and managers of UContent, many have not.
In UContent: The Information Professional's Guide to User-Generated Content,
author Nicholas G. Tomaiuolo considers the reasons behind UContent's wild
popularity and makes strong arguments for cultivating it. While describing his
own UContent experiences, Tomaiuolo has prepared a well-researched book
that serves as an overview, a status report, a primer, and a prognostication.
The chapters are full of examples, insights, tips, and illustrations designed to
help you process, administer, and enjoy the UContent phenomenon.
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